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About This Game

BEATris : Rhythm! Puzzle! Action! 

Survive the block-hell situation until the end of the music. Control the blocks falling with the beats and fill the lines to destroy
them. Enjoy the music while the level shifts with the rhythm.

BEATris presents a new wave in rhythm game genre. Inspired by the classic puzzle game Tetris, the game gives you a strategic
gameplay with the rhythmical flow from the music.

Features

 Various EDM Soundtracks to enjoy

 Unique levels that are brutally fun

 Make creative levels with your favorite music on Level Editor

 Share your levels on Steam Workshop

 With Steam Cloud integration, create your level anywhere everwhere
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 Much more to come...
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No one plays this game :( Make bots, singleplayer bots Please!. First of all, thanks for that great game. I enjoyed AtmaSphere
alot.
To begin i thought its a little too easy, but as i did progress through the levels it got more challenging, which is good. Because its
not too difficult either. Just the right mix. I have played already quite a few Marble games, and this one is one of my favorites.

All in all i would give the game a 8/10 rating at the least. :)

I wouldnt mind Playing another game like this one.
Keep up the good work. ;). Had to ground up a tomato in order to see boobies. 10 / 10. Pretty good game for .99 cents, good
puzzles, enemy nice AI, would recomend.. Nobody online to play with.. It's a bit like Portal in 2d. But with a twist. You'll find a
shrink and a time travel portal gun later in the game. Things get very complex once you have to travel back in time several times
and solve problems with your past yourself(s). I almost gave this a positive review. Almost. I was really getting into the game,
and mentally planning to leave a glowing review for it because once you get past the awkward UI and the annoying 'Hunt for the
plot trigger' scheme, the story really picks up. And then it train wrecks and rolls credits. Spoiler warning, but there's not a happy
or satisfying ending. It just gives you a last second plot dump that spoils the tantalizing mysteries and then
kills off both main characters.
They could still be alive for a sequel, but only because of numerous loose ends that also sour the experience. After beating it, I
genuinely went online to find out if I had somehow gotten a Bad End or something. It's just that sour.

All that said, for the price it has decent graphics (though the animations are limited and sadly recycled far too often) and great
characters. They did a great job with the art design, and the setting is enjoyable and well presented. The characters are
annoyingly obtuse and obnoxious, but their unlikable personalities are actually a nice change of pace. Sure they're
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥s, but why should stories only revolve around likeable people? The thief actually has a nice story arc that redeems
him a fair bit. (The detective sadly feels like 90% of his story was left on the cutting room floor.) If the ending hadn't felt like
they ran out of budget and just kicked it out the door then I'd have recommended it. If you pick it up on a heavy sale or in a
bundle then it's worth an install, it's just you should go in expecting to be disappointed by the waste of a good story and
characters. This game doesn't need a sequel, it needs a complete remake that retcons the ending.. The art style could use more
work, but other than that the voice acting and story were nice. I loved the tragic and bittersweet endings and the real evil
personalities of the 3 characters you get to engage with. After collecting all the routes, you get to play the true route and learn
about what those 3 really think and get revenge :3 \u2764
I'd recommend this game cuz I'm all about that revenge life and secretly sh-tty people

You should definitely get the Cafe 0 game that comes after this one, it's definitely an upgrade from this game
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Acceptable amount of content for the price. The variety in piece counts is especially welcome. This game is beautiful, though it
may be quick, it's challenging and one wrong move might make you restart the level, It has adventure and puzzle, The story is
not much but there is one and it's kinda cool. The game is also very cheap, and trust me you get a lot for that 99 cents. Also the
art style in this game is awesome. The gameplay is fun too, it feels really satisfying to trap the monsters behind boxes, This
game is easy to run, cheap, beautiful and most of all fun.. game was ballin' when it was alive. there are still some wanderers out
there in the post apocalyptic wastes though.. One does not simply revoke keys from his own giveaways 2 months later..
Excellent graphics and music! AtmaSphere is an ideal and entertaining ball-rolling type of game, that is sure to thrill you with its
accurate use of physics. I would definitely recommend it to anyone who is looking for something moderately challenging, yet
relaxing.

10/10 in my books! :). This game seems to be the victim of a budget shortage. It starts well enough, but as it reaches a point of
tension, it just... stops. I can only think that they simply ran out of money and shipped what they had, because it's just
unacceptable as it is now. Also, the "alter ego" of the title never even comes up in the game at all.. Several things I found
annoying. one of which being when I cant reach something I cant change my height to reach something. another being their
choice of movement. the "Point and teleport" works for some people but not for me. finally what annoyed me the most was how
the wand's spell scroll seems to be always out of site and I cant use my other hand to adjust it.. Huge potential, but crashing all
the time, play for 20 mins then crash, repeat.. BUMPER CARS!. At first, I wasn\u2019t going to recommend this game. But
then I decided to get all the achievements and see if anything would change through the story.

And boy, things got f*cking WILD.

I wasn\u2019t expecting AT ALL the true ending. Or the other bad endings. I thought it was going to be a clich\u00e9 romantic
VN, but I was wrong\u2026 and I\u2019m glad because of it. Yes, the character art isn\u2019t the best, especially the lack of
facial expressions\u2026 But to be really honest, I think that the originality of the story shines through all of this. It\u2019s a
short VN, there are a few \u201cok what\u2019s going on\u201d moments\u2026 But it was a really interesting concept. I love
mystery\/horror visual novels, so this one just made my day. The Japanese voice acting was okay, nothing special. I guess that
the only VA I liked the most was Sui\u2019s. And speaking of him, I think it would be awesome to see this character again, in
another story. The whole Cafe 0 concept is quite nice, even if there\u2019s a few plot holes.

7\/10. I recommend getting this game on sale, since it\u2019s quite short. I wish I could give more points but unfortunately the
inexistent emotions of the characters almost ruined the experience for me on my first playthrough. You have to be persistent,
and stay alert for the details.
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